'IRAQ
that no Shi4! held a portfolio on the Council. Their resentment
was not decreased by the fact that of five Mutasarrifs and nine
Qaimmdqams on the list, only one, a Qaimmaqam., was of their
sect. The High Commissioner, however, realized the difficulty
of avoiding SunnI appointments. Only a few trained and
experienced Shf is were available as a result both of their
habitual boycott of Turkish service and professional schools and
of official Turkish discouragement to the entrance of ShTis
into office and schools. The list with minor alterations was,
therefore, approved in late January, 1921. When, however,
the predominantly Sunm Council continued to indicate, by
appointing Sunms to the almost entirely Shfa districts along
the Euphrates, that it was prepared to do little to conciliate
hostile opinion of the sect, the High Commissioner felt obliged
to make a firm stand for the appointment of Shi'is to such
places, at least, where members of the sect predominated. After
considerable persuasion, also, a place in the Council was found
for a Shi'i, the Ministry of Education being offered to Saiyid
Muhammad Mahdl Tobatabai of Karbala.
The reorganization of the Judicial Department under the
new administration entailed comparatively few changes.
Sir Edgar Bonham-Carter, who now became Adviser to the
Ministry of Justice, had early adopted the policy of making
the fullest use of 'Iraqis as judges and officials, and of making
no alterations in the institutions and laws with which the people
were familiar, except in cases of clear necessity. The idea itself
of an Arab Minister was not new. Sir Edgar had suggested
such an appointment in early igig,1 but it had been deemed
premature.
Reorganization of the Criminal Courts became necessary,
however, when the Council of State adopted its scheme of
reconstructing provincial administration along the lines of
the Turkish system. One of the essential features of that system
was the complete separation of the executive from the judicial
1 Memorandum on Place of the Arab m Administration, February sth, 1919.
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